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ABSTRACT
Scams—fraudulent schemes designed to swindle money from
victims—have existed for as long as recorded history. How-
ever, the Internet’s combination of low communication cost,
global reach, and functional anonymity has allowed scam
volumes to reach new heights. Designing effective interven-
tions requires first understanding the context: how scammers
reach potential victims, the earnings they make, and any po-
tential bottlenecks for durable interventions. In this short
paper, we focus on these questions in the context of cryp-
tocurrency giveaway scams, where victims are tricked into
irreversibly transferring funds to scammers under the pre-
tense of even greater returns. Combining data from Twitter,1
YouTube and Twitch livestreams, landing pages, and cryp-
tocurrency blockchains, we measure how giveaway scams
operate at scale. We find that 1 in 1000 scam tweets, and 4 in
100,000 livestream views, net a victim, and that scammers
managed to extract nearly $4.62 million from just hundreds
of victims during our measurement window.

1 INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of the Bitcoin whitepaper in 2008,
cryptocurrencies and blockchain-based technologies have
attracted attention from investors, technologists, researchers,
governments, and the general public. Unsurprisingly, this
rapid rise in popularity has also attracted scammers seek-
ing to exploit the gap between people’s (high) interest in
these technologies and their (low) technical understanding
of their operation. Today, there are many types of scams
run within the cryptocurrency ecosystem: Ponzi and pyra-
mid schemes [10, 13, 29, 48, 54, 55]; NFT “rug pulls” [26, 45],

1The platform has been known as X since July 2023, but most of our analysis
pertains to tweets posted before then so we continue to call it Twitter.

counterfeiting [16], airdrop scams [45]; pump-and-dump
schemes [22, 57, 59]; and giveaway scams [33, 34, 53].

In a giveaway scam, users are enticed to visit a website that
promises to give away a certain number of (cryptocurrency)
coins. Often, the website leverages branding associated with
a prominent public figure or company to increase its per-
ceived legitimacy. To participate, users are instructed to send
some coins to a cryptocurrency address specified on the web-
site and are promised they will receive double the amount in
return. These promised funds fail to materialize and, given
the irreversible nature of cryptocurrency transactions, there
is no way for the user to recover their money.

The existence of giveaway scam sites is well documented
both in recent academic literature [33, 34, 53] and by online
tech journalists [5, 51]. However, our understanding of how
users are lured to these sites, the extent of victim participa-
tion, and the conversion rate that scammers can expect is
largely anecdotal. Indeed, while there is received wisdom
that scammers utilize mainstream “broadcast” style media
such as Twitter, the extent to which such platforms repre-
sent the dominant source of such activity is unclear. Further
complicating analysis is the fact that livestreaming platforms
(e.g., YouTube and Twitch) often do not provide a retrospec-
tive record and thus must be analyzed contemporaneously
with their use.

In this paper, we present an empirical analysis of cryp-
tocurrency giveaway scams, conversion rates, and overall
revenue. We focus on scams appearing on Twitter, YouTube,
and Twitch, which Li et al. suggest are the most prevalent
platforms for such activity [34]. From these platforms we
collect posts (retrospectively) and streams (prospectively)
and identify and crawl both existing and new promoted scam
giveaway sites. From these, we extract the cryptocurrency
addresses used to solicit victims for funds and quantify the
revenue of these scams; we also explore different aspects of
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victim behavior (e.g., how victims pay in) and scammer be-
havior (e.g., how scammers promote on Twitter and YouTube
as well as cash out). Together this data provides a broader
vantage point for understanding the revenue model of give-
away scams and potential paths to interventions.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work builds on a number of prior efforts that have in-
vestigated cryptocurrency giveaway scams. Xia et al. [57]
document dozens of giveaway scams while searching for
Covid-themed cryptocurrency fraud reported by a variety of
industry and government sources. Phillips and Wilder [43]
analyzed hundreds of giveaways scams (which they refer
to as advanced-fee scams) crowdsourced by victims and re-
searchers on CryptoScamDB and URLScan. Li et al. [34] de-
ployed the CryptoScamTracker tool, which found thousands
of scam domains by examining Certificate Transparency (CT)
log data for a six-month period between January and June
2022. The authors used a combination of scam-related key-
words to identify potential scam domains, filtering down this
list and then validating manually (i.e., that the site in fact
hosts a scam) to obtain their scam domain corpus.
These efforts generally focus on scam sites themselves,

however, and do not capture the modality by which victims
are lured to visit. One recent such study is Vakilinia’s qualita-
tive analysis of giveaway scams livestreamed over two days
on YouTube [53]. While small in scale, this work helps con-
firm our understanding of livestreamed scams and thus our
methodology for finding them. Another example is Li et al.’s
contemporaneous paper describing GiveawayScamHunter,
which explores giveaway scams specifically promoted via
Twitter Lists [33].

In addition to giveaway scams, the security community
has explored a range of other cryptocurrency-related scams,
including high-yield investment scams [9, 10, 12–14, 27, 29,
47, 48, 52, 54, 55]; fake or high-risk cryptocurrency-related
services (e.g., arbitrage bots [32], exchanges [38, 54, 58],
and new coins and tokens [18, 56]); initial coin offering
scams [11, 35, 46, 50, 60]; sextortion scams [40, 42]; tech-
nical support scams [4]; scams and fraud in non-fungible
token markets [16, 31]; and cryptocurrency-themed phishing
websites [7, 23, 24, 43].

Finally, another relevant area of research focuses on un-
derstanding the risk models and security practices of cryp-
tocurrency users [3, 6, 17, 21, 30, 41]. These studies help shed
light on why or how users fall for scams in general, but do
not specifically target giveaways or similar scams.

3 METHODOLOGY
Here, we describe our various sources of data and explain
our methodology for identifying giveaway scams on social
media (Twitter) and livestreams (Twitch and YouTube).

3.1 Data sources
We rely on three pre-existing datasets for our analysis: a snap-
shot of Twitter, a corpus of known giveaway scam domains
and cryptocurrency addresses, and a snapshot of blockchain
transactions. We add to this a new dataset derived from mon-
itoring livestreams of giveaway scams and crawling the leads
presented via the streams (discussed in Section 3.2).

Twitter dataset. Our Twitter dataset originates from a con-
tinuous Internet-wide crawl of public URLs, in a way that
respects robots.txt and other rules for crawlers. For the pur-
poses of this study, we restrict our analysis to publicly avail-
able tweets. Our dataset covers a period from April 1, 2020
until August 20, 2023. It does not contain every single tweet,
and is biased towards tweets that are more discoverable (e.g.,
posted by accounts with a non-zero number of followers).
Access to this data was granted to us only due to the nature
of our research project and its potential to disrupt abusive
behavior. In total, our snapshot contains tens of billions of
tweets posted by hundreds of millions of accounts.

Giveaway scam dataset. We rely on a manually curated
dataset made available by Li et al. [34] containing 3,863 do-
mains previously identified as cryptocurrency giveaways
over a period from January 1, 2022 to June 29, 2022. This
dataset annotates each domain with the cryptocurrency ad-
dresses published at the time it was crawled. (Websites often
use addresses for multiple different cryptocurrencies.) Start-
ing from this dataset, we identified all tweets that contained
at least one known scam domain, totaling 457,248 tweets
from 33,841 distinct accounts (Table 1). Of the original 3,863
scam domains, only 361 (9%) appeared on Twitter—a sample
of which we show in Figure 1— indicating that many scams
are likely promoted through other means.

Blockchain data.Wehave access to a proprietary service [8]
that aggregates raw blockchain data and annotates each ad-
dress indicating (1) the multi-input cluster [37, 44] it belongs
to and (2) the likely category of the real-world owner of
that cluster.2 These latter annotations are obtained via reg-
ular transactions that this company conducts with known
cryptocurrency services, such as exchanges, and the former
annotation avoids false positives (such as those induced by
Coinjoin transactions) using proprietary heuristics.

2The service can be configured to provide the name of the cluster owner,
but our agreement meant we had access only to the broader category.
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Figure 1: Example giveaway scam landing pages promoted
via Twitter. Scammers impersonate popular personalities in-
cluding Brad Garlinghouse (the Ripple CEO) and Elon Musk.

3.2 Identifying giveaway livestreams
We built a measurement pipeline for identifying and cap-
turing giveaway scams on the YouTube and Twitch stream-
ing services. These scam livestreams typically play a pre-
recorded video that ultimately directs viewers to a scam
page via a link or QR code. Figure 2 shows such an example,
in which the scam page is promoted both as a QR code and
as a link in the chat.
The measurement pipeline frequently polled available

livestreams via platform APIs, recorded them, crawled the
pages promoted by the QR codes and links, and annotated
each scam page domain name with blockchain metadata. The
design decisions behind this system are based on a 14-day pi-
lot study conducted July 1–14, 2023. While we crawled both
YouTube and Twitch, we did not detect any giveaway scams
during our collection window for Twitch despite past reports
of such scams [25]. As a result, we focus our subsequent dis-
cussion and analysis on YouTube, deferring Twitch-specific
details to Appendix B.1.

Identifying potential giveaway streams. The measure-
ment pipeline starts data collection by periodically querying
the YouTube API for available streams and associated meta-
data. Given a set of keywords, the API returns livestreams
that are associated with the keywords (in a manner similar to
Google Search). Our system queried the API at the maximum
rate allowed, which meant retrieving the list of livestreams
and channel metadata (e.g., number of subscribers) every 30
minutes and retrieving livestream metadata (e.g., concurrent
and total viewers) every 7.5 minutes. We derived our set of
search keywords using a combination of popular cryptocur-
rency names and those used by Li et al. [34] (more details in
Appendix B.2).

Stream and chat recording. The system recorded each
livestream (using Streamlink [49]) and its associated chat
(using the YouTube API) to identify linked URLs. In our pilot
study, we observed that URLs either appeared in chat or
were embedded in the video using a QR code. To capture
embedded QR codes, the system recorded videos for two

Figure 2: Example livestream containing a giveaway scam.
The video playing is of Brad Garlinghouse and the scam
website is linked to in both the chat and the embedded QR
code.

seconds at a time, with snapshots taken every 7.5 minutes.
For chats, the system polled the chat API every 7.5 minutes
to obtain the last 70 historical messages (the maximum set by
YouTube). Appendix B.3 provides more information on why
two-second samples and 70 historical messages are sufficient.

Extracting URLs and QR code leads. From our livestream
data, the system identified potential links to scams by (1) ex-
tracting URLs from chats via regular expressions; and (2) ex-
tracting and interpreting QR codes via visual analysis of the
captured video frames using the opencv and pyzbar Python
libraries. We use two libraries to increase the detection rate.

Crawling potential scam URLs. The system crawled each
potential scam URL, revisiting both old and newly discovered
websites daily until (1) we reached the end of our collection
period, or (2) fetching the URL resulted in an error three
days in a row. Prior work [34] suggested that some giveaway
scam sites adopted anti-bot tactics. We identified four types
of cloaking behavior in our pilot study (Appendix B.4) and
counter these behaviors by: (1) using a VPN to mask the sys-
tem IP address; (2) spoofing the User-Agent string to appear
as a popular device and browser; (3) having a heuristic mod-
ule to click through common front pages; and (4) verifying
the crawler with Cloudflare to bypass anti-bot detection.

Validating scam URLs and identifying cryptocurrency
addresses.We verified that every final clickthrough or land-
ing page was related to a giveaway scam by (1) ensuring
there was a valid cryptocurrency address published on the
site. In addition, we require that either (2) the landing page
included a set of heuristic keywords related to scams (e.g.,
“hurry” or “participate”) or (3) the domain contained a com-
mon set of scam keywords. For (1), we extracted addresses
via a regular expression and then validated the address.3
For (2) and (3), we relied on the same keywords from the

3We used coinaddrvalidator [39] and multicoin-address-validator [15], and
considered an address valid if either tool indicated that it was valid.
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Source Domains Accounts Artifacts

Twitter 361 33,841 457,248
YouTube 343 1632 2069

Table 1: The number of objects in our collected datasets. Ac-
counts in the YouTube dataset correspond to channels, and
artifacts are individual tweets or livestreams.

CryptoScamTracker tool. We then manually examined all
sites (4,611) that met the requirements. To ensure that our
heuristics do not miss a significant number of domains, we
randomly sampled 389 sites that had only a valid cryptocur-
rency address and did not find any additional scam sites.

Final dataset. We ran our measurement pipeline from July
24, 2023 to January 21, 2024 (26 weeks), identifying a total
of 2,069 livestreams from 1,632 different channels (Table 1).
These streams linked to 343 distinct domains. Our data is
continuous throughout this period apart from 11 days where
we experienced infrastructure outages.4

3.3 Limitations
As with any measurement study, there are a number of limi-
tations with our methodology. Our Twitter dataset may omit
some tweets, resulting in us underestimating the volume of
scam tweets or the revenue generated by scams; likewise, this
may happen due to missing or inaccurate cryptocurrency
addresses in the CryptoScamTracker dataset (as indeed we
observed manually). Given that only 9% of the domains previ-
ously identified by CryptoScamTracker overlap with Twitter,
it is also clear that many scams are promoted via other dis-
tribution channels—be it social media, email, or messaging.
Finally, our keyword-based matching strategies for YouTube
and Twitch likely resulted in omitting some scams. Despite
these limitations, we are able to draw insights into the pro-
motion of giveaway scams and provide the first estimates on
the conversion rate and revenue of such campaigns.

4 GIVEAWAY SCAM LURES
We begin our analysis by examining the volume of tweets
and livestreams (i.e., “lures”) that ultimately directed victims
to scam landing pages; the tactics used by scammers to make
their lures discoverable; and which cryptocurrencies were
targeted by scammers.

4.1 Volume
In total, we observed 457,248 scam tweets and 2,069 scam
livestreams. We present a weekly timeline of scam activity
for Twitter in Figure 3 and YouTube in Figure 4. While scam
lures appeared consistently throughout our measurement
4These dates are: 2023-08-15, 2023-08-16, 2023-09-01, 2023-09-28, 2023-10-06,
2023-11-18, 2023-11-19, 2023-12-26, 2023-12-12, 2024-01-06, and 2024-01-21.
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Figure 3: The volume of giveaway scam tweets on a given
week, between January 1, 2022 and July 7, 2022.
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Figure 4: The volume of giveaway scam streams and views
per week, between July 24, 2023 and January 21, 2024.

window, there are notable bursts of activity. For Twitter, we
saw a single peak in activity in March 2022, with scammers
posting a maximum of 90,984 tweets in a single week. On
YouTube, we observed a burst in September 2023 and again
over the holiday period of December–January 2024, peaking
at 289 streams and 1,869,399 views in a single week. While
these scams are smaller in scale compared to spam email
campaigns involving tens of millions of messages [28], as we
show shortly, they are nevertheless highly profitable.

4.2 Discoverability
To reach a broad audience on Twitter, scammers hashtagged
their tweets 96% of the time (e.g., using a cryptocurrency’s
name or ticker symbol). This meant that users searching for
the latest news related to popular coins (e.g., #btc, #eth)
might then interact with the scammer’s tweets. While scam-
mers also pursued alternative audience-generating tactics
on Twitter, such as mentioning users or replying to popular
tweets, these strategies occurred in only 0.1% and 0.3% of
tweets respectively.5 For YouTube, scammers reached victims

5For Twitter, our dataset lacks any information on the number of views per
tweet, or the following or follower counts of accounts. As such, we focus
on discoverability.
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using a combination of organic viewership and search dis-
coverability. Channels used by scammers to host livestreams
had a median of 16.8K subscribers, with the single largest
channel having 19 million subscribers—liked a compromised
pre-existing channel. Beyond existing audiences, 93% of
livestreams included a cryptocurrency keyword in their title,
their description, or the name of the associated channel.

4.3 Currencies
To identify the cryptocurrencies most commonly targeted by
scammers, we searched for relevant keywords in each tweet’s
hashtags and each livestream’s title, channel name, and de-
scription, using the names and ticker symbols of the top 20
coins with the highest market capitalization (e.g., Bitcoin
and btc).6 For Twitter, of these top 20 coins, Ripple was by
far the most popular choice, matching 91% of the tweets in
our dataset, followed by Ethereum (12%) and Bitcoin (7%). For
YouTube, Bitcoin was the most popular coin (matching 65%
of the livestreams), followed by Ethereum (49%) and Ripple
(40%). Totals do not add to 100% as tweets and livestreams
could reference multiple coins. The difference in currencies
may be due to changes in tactics by scammers, with at least
a year transpiring between our two datasets.

5 GIVEAWAY SCAM PAYMENTS
Using our raw blockchain data, we retrospectively analyzed
payments to scammers to explore the revenue they reaped,
the conversion rate per lure, the behavior of victims, and the
payment infrastructure relied upon by scammers.

5.1 Isolating relevant payments
We focused on the three most popular coins targeted by
scammers (per Section 4.3): Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH),
and Ripple (XRP). For each coin, we identified all incoming
transactions to cryptocurrency addresses that appeared on a
giveaway scam landing page posted to Twitter or YouTube.
We filtered the set of incoming transactions to an identified
scam address in two key ways. First, following Gomez et
al. [19], we ignored transactions where the sender is a known
scam address, as this clearly represents the consolidation of
funds rather than a payment from an actual victim. Second,
we focused on payments that co-occurred with a lure in order
to capture the lure’s effectiveness in driving victims to the
scam. We acknowledge that the resulting set of payments
might both include non-victim transactions (from unknown
scammer addresses) and exclude victim transactions (due
to lures that we were not aware of); nevertheless, we use
it as an approximation of victim payments to the scam. We
believe this is a more accurate estimate than previous studies,
6We fetched the coins and their ranking from coinmarketcap.com on August
7, 2023.

Metric Twitter YouTube

Payments (co-occurring) 671 638
Payments (any) 1633 2074

USD revenue (co-occurring) 2,693,009 1,932,654
from BTC 1,269,579 1,422,065
from ETH 442,583 266,693
from XRP 980,847 243,896

USD revenue (any) 6,598,691 4,705,978
Table 2: Revenue of giveaway scams on Twitter and YouTube
livestreams, considering only co-occurring payments made
in BTC, ETH, or XRP. For completeness, we also include
all payments to the addresses, irrespective of what might
explain the origin of the payment.

which considered all incoming transactions [34], but also
compare with the total revenue (across all transactions) and
leave as future work a further refinement of our analysis
that takes other behaviors into account.

5.2 Twitter scam revenue
The 361 domains promoted by scammers on Twitter used
186 distinct addresses (with some domains having multiple
addresses due to accepting different cryptocurrencies). After
filtering out domains that did not use any BTC, ETH, or XRP
addresses, we were left with 258 domains. Of these, only
121 (47%) received any incoming transaction; i.e., fewer than
half of the domains received any transaction at all. For the
121 domains that received a transaction, we compared the
transaction times to the times of the tweets promoting the
scam domain. We considered a payment as co-occurring if it
happened within one week of a tweet’s appearance. Despite
this generous window, only 43% of payments (695 of 1,633)
fell within it. Of these, we removed a further 24 payments
that came from known scam addresses, resulting in a final
dataset of 671 payments.

Table 2 summarizes the overall co-occurring revenuemade
across Twitter and YouTube, normalizing payment values
across cryptocurrencies using the average USD price of each
coin on the day inwhich the payment took place.7 In total, we
estimate that Twitter-based giveaway scams yielded $2.7M
in revenue. If we include all incoming transactions to these
addresses then the total jumps to $6.6M; as suggested above,
the real revenue likely lies between the two numbers.

5.3 YouTube livestream scam revenue
Across the 343 domains promoted via YouTube, 342 domains
had a BTC, ETH, or XRP address. Of these domains, 231
(67%) had addresses that received at least one transaction.
As with Twitter, we looked at the timing of each incoming

7We used historical data from https://finance.yahoo.com/crypto/.
5
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transaction for livestream addresses. We considered it as
co-occurring with a livestream if the transaction occurred
during the stream or up to eight hours after it ended. Our
goal was again to provide a generous window, but the result
was similar: only 34% of payments to the addresses (695 of
2074) fell within this time interval. We removed another 57
payments from known scam addresses, resulting in our final
dataset of 638 payments.

Table 2 summarizes the overall revenuemade by livestream
scams. In total, we estimate that livestream-based giveaway
scams yielded $1.9M. If we include all incoming transactions
to these addresses, the total increases to $4.7M.

5.4 Victim behavior

Conversions. The 671 Twitter-related payments had 528
unique senders, and the 638 livestream-related payments had
399 unique senders. These metrics put into context the huge
volume of lures necessary to attract a victim that ultimately
pays out. For Twitter, the conversion rate of tweets (with
associated cryptocurrency addresses) to victims was 0.12%—
or roughly 1 in 1000 tweets netting a victim. For YouTube,
the conversion rate of viewers to victims was 0.0039%—or
roughly 4 in 100,000 views netting a victim. We caution
comparing these figures directly as there is an unknown
number of viewers per tweet.

Payment origins. For the 1,309 payments across Twitter
and YouTube, 755 (58%) came from centralized exchanges;8
the results of Phillips and Wilder suggest that this num-
ber would increase if we used more advanced blockchain
analysis to track the source of funds [43]. The prevalence
of exchanges is not surprising, as we would expect many
victims of this type of scam to have a low level of comfort
making cryptocurrency transactions directly.

Payment distribution. The total revenue was dominated
by a small number of transactions: the top 24 Twitter-related
payments captured 50% of the value, while the top 164 pay-
ments captured 90% of the value. YouTube scams exhibited a
similar phenomenon: 20 payments captured 50% of the value
and 147 payments 90% of the value. These results suggest
that the giveaway scam revenue model is significantly influ-
enced by large transactions, where the goal for promoting
the scam is to cast a wide net and, in doing so, capture a small
fraction of victims who will give large amounts (analogous
to the whale profit model for free-to-play mobile games [20]).
Such a model notably differs from the email spam ecosystem,
for instance, in which the variance in individual customer
payments is moderate and leads to a business model driven
by order volume from new and repeat customers [36].

8As we saw only the category of each sender, rather than the name, we
cannot break down such senders into individual exchanges.

5.5 Scammer behavior
Across the 1,309 payments, there were only 339 distinct recip-
ients: 68 for Twitter-related payments and 271 for YouTube-
related ones; given the similar number of payments, this
suggests scammers running YouTube campaigns made more
of an effort to cycle between different addresses. Of these,
145 of 166 (87%) of the BTC addresses were in a multi-input
cluster of size one, which suggests that scammers made an
explicit effort to prevent address clustering.
Similarly, when looking at outgoing transactions from

these addresses, only 4% of the recipients (57 of 1,363) were
labeled as belonging to a centralized exchange. Another 87%
of recipients were unlabeled, which again suggests the need
for more advanced blockchain analysis [43] to identify addi-
tional exchange interactions. Of the remaining categories as-
sociated with recipients, some suggested meaningful knowl-
edge of how to use cryptocurrency (e.g., 13 recipients were
tagged as ‘token smart contract’ and four as ‘mixing’) and
others suggested that the scammers operated within a larger
illicit ecosystem (22 recipients were tagged as ‘scam’ and 13
as ‘sanctioned entity’).

Altogether, these results suggest a profitable business for a
set of knowledgeable and technically sophisticated scammers
who take advantage of a set of victims with low technical
sophistication and knowledge about cryptocurrencies.

6 DISCUSSION
Based on our findings, we compare the revenue of giveaway
scams relative to past scams and discuss the prospects of
interventions to undermine giveaway scams.

6.1 Comparing scam revenue
Previous studies of pharmaceutical spam estimated a con-
version rate of 0.00001%, with spam generating $100 per
interaction [28]. While our conversion rates are not directly
comparable (e.g., tweets or livestreams vs. emails), they are
markedly higher than email-based spam: 0.12% of tweets and
0.0039% of livestream views yielded a victim.

Multiple factors may explain the higher returns for cryp-
tocurrency giveaway scams. First, the relatively nascent
abuse landscape of cryptocurrency may mean users are less
familiar with fraud and its risks as compared to email spam.
Second, the rags to riches narratives surrounding cryptocur-
rency may make a headline of “5000 BTC giveaway” more
believable, particularly when there are real headlines such
as “Elon Musk will give away 1 million Dogecoin if you can
prove his family own emerald mine” [2].

6.2 Interventions
A natural question for any scam is where bottlenecks exist
that might be ripe for disruption. Here, one choice appears to

6



be the payment origins of victims, as at least 58% of victims
relied on centralized exchanges. Early detection of payments
to scammers via these exchanges represents a sizable and
durable protection [1]: scammers likely cannot influence the
exchange that victims use, as we suspect most victims have
low comfort with using cryptocurrency directly. In addition,
similar to what banks already implement, exchanges can
consider implementing additional warnings when users at-
tempt to make large transactions, which constitute a large
portion of the revenue in our study. That said, detecting the
cryptocurrency addresses engaging in fraud and informing
these exchanges promptly remain challenging and require
collaboration across multiple sectors.

7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we provided a first look at cryptocurrency
giveaway scams conducted via social media and livestreams.
Scammers collectively earned $2.7M via Twitter scams and
$1.9M via livestreams. These earnings reflect a conversion
rate of 0.12% per tweet and 0.0039% per livestream viewer.
We believe that interventions require a defense-in-depth
approach. Apart from traditional account-based and blocklist-
based security measures, cryptocurrency exchanges appear
to be a promising bottleneck for depriving scammers of the
means to transact with victims.
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A ETHICS
Our work relies largely on public APIs (e.g., those provided
by YouTube and Twitch) and public data (e.g., blockchain
data and public tweets). We do not seek to deanonymize
individuals involved in the transactions we explore, and
aim to reduce this risk by obtaining only the category of
cryptocurrency services as attribution tags, rather than the
name of individual services. Finally, we conducted all of our
analysis retrospectively, which means we did not have the
opportunity to report the identified scams as they were being
promoted and thus potentially help their victims.

B STREAM RETRIEVAL PILOT STUDY
In this section, we provide more details on our pilot study
conducted July 1-14, 2023. We start by discussing our attempt
to identify scam livestreams on Twitch (Section B.1). Our
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search yielded no results, and thus we excluded Twitch from
future experiments. Next, we detail how we chose the set
keywords for searching on YouTube. Then, we go over the
characteristics of a subset of the scam livestreams identified
during the pilot study. We conclude with a short description
of four anti-bot mechanisms employed by scam sites and the
strategies we employed to counter them.

B.1 Twitch details
In this section, we discuss our methodology for identifying
potential scam livestreams on Twitch.

Identifying relevant streams.The TwitchAPI allows callers
to retrieve all livestreams at a given point in time. We re-
trieve the list of all livestreams every 30 minutes, which is
roughly the amount of time we need to record and process
the streams in that batch.
After retrieving all streams we identify the ones that are

themost worth recording; i.e., that seemmost likely to be pro-
moting giveaway scams. The YouTube API already performs
filtering, as it returns only streams related to the provided
keywords. To filter out irrelevant streams on Twitch, we use
their title, tags, and category. We start by marking a stream
as relevant if its tags or title contain any relevant keywords.
We derived our set of relevant keywords from the keywords
used by CryptoScamTracker, but removed 16 non-crypto
keywords (e.g., “event” and “give”) as they introduced too
many irrelevant results. After filtering out streams that are
not relevant, we then further remove any streams that are
games using the category of the stream. This step effectively
limits the number of streams to around 250.

Recording duration in pilot study. Twitch randomly in-
serts a 15-second advertisement clip before the actual stream
content. To account for this issue, we record every Twitch
stream for 20 seconds. For chat messages, Twitch’s API does
not provide history for chat messages. As a result, we record
the Twitch chat for the entire duration of the stream.

Stream and chat recording.We recorded streams and chats
at our maximum capacity: sampling a stream for 20 seconds
every 30 minutes (the minimum time needed to record and
process a batch of streams) and recording the chat messages
of a stream while it is live. We extracted any URL embedded
in the stream as a QR code or in the chat messages.
We ran this experiment for non-gaming streams that we

identified in the filtering module as well as for 250 gaming
streams that contained the most keywords. We did not find
any scam livestreams during our 14-day pilot study, and thus
excluded Twitch from further analysis.

B.2 Effectiveness of YouTube Search
Keywords

Based on our pilot analysis, we opted for a set of keywords
consisting of the names and ticker symbols of the top 20
cryptocurrencies (as listed on coinmarketcap.com on July
1, 2023),9 along with two catch-all terms: “cryptocurrency”
and “crypto.” We added other keywords used by the Cryp-
toScamTracker tool [34, Table XI] to increase coverage. We
found that many of the additional keywords were not useful
in expanding our list of relevant streams, and thus stopped
expanding our keyword set.
In more detail, we examine the incremental contribution

of each search keyword (Table 3) to the set of livestreams
returned from the YouTube API. Specifically, we compute
the number of YouTube streams (over the 14-day pilot study)
that contain search keywords in their metadata (title and
description). If one stream contains multiple keywords, we
give credit evenly among all keywords.
Figure 5 shows the result. Overall, around 55% of the

streams contained at least one of the search keywords, and
the top 20 keywords account for 90% of those streams. Among
the streams that do not contain any search keyword, roughly
50% are not in English. Sampling English streams that do
not contain any keyword, we find that they are either on
crypto-adjacent topics (e.g., trading) or completely irrelevant
topics (e.g., live street camera).

B.3 Characteristics of scam livestreams
In our 14-day pilot study, we sought to understand the basic
characteristics of scam livestreams and websites, which in
turn informed the configuration of the parameters in our
pipeline (e.g., for how long we record a scam livestream).
Specifically, we are interested in two questions: (1) how long
a QR code lasts once it appears and (2) how many chat mes-
sages are posted during the lifespan of a scam livestream.
We started by running our pipeline at maximum capacity
on YouTube, with the default setup of recording a stream
for two seconds as well as retrieving up to 70 historical chat
messages every 7.5 minutes. In addition, for a subset of the
livestreams, we kept recording the stream upon detecting a
QR code.
With this setup, we manually identified 276 streams that

promoted 59 unique giveaway websites. To answer the first
question, we examined how long a QR code lasted after we
first detected it. For 41 scam livestreams, we continued to
record them upon detecting a QR code. We found that for
the majority of the livestreams, a QR code remained dis-
played continuously for a reasonable amount of time (mean
7,200 seconds and median 3,140 seconds), except for one case
9In three cases (for ADA, SOL, and DOT), we appended the word “coin” to
the ticker symbol to avoid introducing irrelevant streams.
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Figure 5: Effectiveness of keywords

Category Keywords used
Coin names bitcoin btc ethereum eth tether usdt ripple xrp bnb “usd coin” usdc cardano ada coin ada dogecoin

doge solana sol tron trx litecoin ltc polkadot dot polygon matic wrapped bitcoin wbtc bitcoin cash bch
toncoin ton dai avalanche avax shiba inu shib binance usd busd algorand algo hex cryptocurrency
crypto

Domain keywords kf event musk elon give coin shiba drop double get doge kefu vitalik claim binance hoskinson free
charles star garling

HTML keywords giveaway participate send address rules crypto bonus immediately hurry
Table 3: Keywords used to find relevant streams.

where the QR code was displayed periodically for around 15
seconds. This finding suggests that two-second samples are
enough to capture a QR code in the livestream, if present.
For the latter question, we examined scam streams that had
chat messages. We found that all scam streams had few chat
messages (less than 10) and no user interactions, and thus
decided that 70 historical chat messages every 7.5 minutes is
sufficient.

B.4 Cloaking Behaviors of ScamWebsites
As part of our pilot, we identified four types of cloaking
behavior: (1) IP-based cloaking, in which requests from an
institutional network resulted in 403 responses but ones from
a residential network did not; (2) user agent-based cloaking,
in which requests from browsers that were not running on
Windows or Mac resulted in 403 responses; (3) customized
front pages, in which human interactionwas required to click
on a button or select a desired cryptocurrency; and (4) anti-
bot detection through Cloudflare. As previously mentioned,

to counter these behaviors, we (1) used a commercial VPN
to mask our IP address; (2) spoofed our User-Agent string to
appear as a popular device and browser; (3) added a heuristic
module to click through common front pages; and (4) verified
our crawler with Cloudflare to avoid triggering their anti-bot
detection.
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